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ABSTRACT 

Birds are particularly useful ecological indicators as they respond quickly to the 

changes in their environment. Thus, studies regarding the diversity of birds are indispensable. 

Domain experts classify birds manually to achieve accurate results, but the process is tedious 

with growing amounts of data. Meanwhile, bioacoustics monitoring employs automated 

recorders to collect large-scale audio data of fauna vocalization. Nevertheless, the analysis of 

large-scale audio is impossible to be done manually. Hence, machine learning is a more 

practical approach. Previously, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach had achieved 

excellent results using the augmented spectrogram image of the audio. Varieties of CNN 

architectures such as Cube, Inception-v3, DenseNet, ResNet, and ConvNets are having 

advantage in high accuracy, but are disadvantage in high computational cost. These 

architectures are suitable for large-scale classification up to 1000 species due to the deep layer 

of neural network models to obtain high-level feature extraction from the spectrogram image. 

However, many devices intended for these models have limited computation resources and 

strict power consumption constraints. Therefore, the proposed study aims to optimize the CNN-

based birdcall classifier model targeting embedded platforms. A low complexity CNN model, 

MobileNet-v2 was implied which is sufficient for a small-scale classification such as to identify 

ten bird species as inputs. The dataset used to train our model is from the Xeno-canto repository. 

Each audio data is amplified to 16 kHz and segmented into 1-second sample data. An algorithm 

to splice the audio according to the label is proposed. Then, each sample that contains the 

birdcall signal is augmented into three samples, and the noise only samples are removed from 

the dataset. The spectrogram image of the samples is obtained using STFT and MFCC 

conversion, and then all images are resized to 224×224×1, using Matlab 2019b. To verify our 

model, we compare it with the high complexity CNN model, ResNet-50. In the result, the 

MobileNet-v2 model has reduced the computational cost of ResNet-50 by 86% with a slight 

trade-off to the accuracy. Compared to ResNet-50, the accuracy of MobileNet-v2 dropped 12% 

if using STFT, but only dropped 2% if using MFCC, which made MobileNet-v2 model with 

MFCC conversion the best CNN model for device applications with small number of 

classifiers.   
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ABSTRAK 

Burung adalah penunjuk ekologi penting yang cepat bertindak balas terhadap 

perubahan persekitaran. Kecekapan pakar domain mengelaskan burung secara manual 

memberi ketepatan pengelasan, tetapi prosesnya memakan masa. Pemantauan bioakustik 

menggunakan perakam automatik dapat mengumpul data audio berskala besar, tetapi 

analisisnya sukar dilakukan. Oleh itu, pembelajaran mesin adalah pendekatan yang lebih 

praktikal dimana kaedah terbaik adalah Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) yang 

menggunakan imej audio dalam bentuk spektogram. Pelbagai model CNN seperti Cube, 

Inception-v3, DensetNet, ResNet, dan ConvNets sesuai untuk pengelasan berskala besar 

sehingga 1000 spisis burung disebabkan oleh kedalaman lapisan model untuk mendapatkan 

pengekstrakan ciri berperingkat tinggi dari imej spektogram. Walau bagaimanapun, banyak 

kegunaan model ini memerlukan peranti yang mempunyai sumber pengiraan yang terhad dan 

kekangan penggunaan kuasa. Oleh itu, kajian ini mencadangkan untuk mengoptimumkan 

model pengelasan audio burung berasaskan CNN. Model MobileNet-v2 akan digunapakai 

untuk pengelasan berskala kecil sehingga sepuluh spisis burung. Set data yang digunakan untuk 

melatih model ini adalah dari repositori Xeno-canto. Setiap data audio dikuatkan kepada 16 

kHz dan dibahagikan kepada sampel data berdurasi 1 saat. Satu algoritma untuk menyusun 

audio mengikut label dicadangkan. Setiap sampel yang mengandungi bunyi burung dijadikan 

kepada tiga sampel menggunakan imbuhan spektogram, dan sampel yang hanya mempunyai 

bunyi bising dikeluarkan dari dataset. Sampel imej spektogram diperoleh menggunakan 

penukaran STFT dan MFCC, dan kemudian semua saiz imej diubah menjadi 224 × 224 × 1, 

menggunakan Matlab 2019b. Untuk memastikan prestasi model ini, model ResNet-50 diambil 

sebagai perbandingan. Hasil mendapati model MobileNet-v2 telah menurunkan kos pengiraan 

ResNet-50 sebanyak 86% dan diseimbangkan dengan penurunan ketepatan pengelasan 

sebanyak 12% sekiranya menggunakan penukaran STFT, dan penurunan sebanyak 2% 

sekiranya menggunakan MFCC. Ini menunjukkan model MobileNet-v2 dengan penukaran 

MFCC merupakan model terbaik untuk peranti aplikasi pengelasan berskala kecil. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Birds are an essential indicator of the biodiversity as the population and 

variation of their species in an ecosystem can directly reflect the ecosystem health and 

suitability of the habitat [1]. Meanwhile, audio-based bird identification system has 

proven to be particularly useful for biodiversity monitoring and education. This is 

because audio records are more accessible than bird photos since birds are in fact 

challenging to photograph, and birdcalls are easier to collect. Therefore, ecologist 

monitor birds through acoustic recordings of their sound. 

 

       The domain experts classify birds manually by staying at the field sites for 

weeks or months to record bird sounds. The process is not only time consuming, but 

also tedious with growing amounts of data. Thus, many automatic tools were initiated 

to help them in this process, such as autonomous recordings units (ARU) or SWIFT. 

This strategy helps professionals working with bioacoustics sounds by processing 

large audio collections in a fast and automated way, or help amateurs to identify birds 

in self-made recordings [2]–[7].  

 

From 2013 onwards, the best method used to process audio data is 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which can achieve excellent results using the 

augmented spectrogram image of the audio. The authors conclude in the 9th annual 

MLSP competition, that "convolutional neural networks have achieved excellent 

results without comprehensive function engineering. Therefore further research into 

these approaches is justified"[8]. Nonetheless, 2017, 2018 and 2019 Bird CLEF 

winners used a CNN, which was based on augmented spectrogram data derived from 

bird song audio files[9]–[12]. 
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Given the considerable amount of research into automated bird species 

identification, there is still no adequate system for field recording and most of the 

works have limited their reach to inspect less noisy and carefully selected recordings 

due to birdcall identification challenges[13]. The main advantage in these architectures 

is their accuracy in solving image recognition problems. However, they have some 

disadvantages, such as high computational cost, and it is quite slow to train if without 

a functional General Processing Unit (GPU) [14].  

 

           In these previous studies, feature extraction using a spectrogram is essential. 

These architectures are suitable for large-scale classification up to 1000 species due to 

the deep layer of neural network models to obtain high-level feature extraction from 

the spectrogram image. However, many devices intended for these models have 

limited computation resources and strict power consumption constraints. Therefore, 

the proposed study aims to optimize the CNN-based birdcall classifier model targeting 

embedded platforms. We will use a MobileNetv2 CNN architecture [15] that is 

sufficient for a small-scale classification such as to identify ten bird species as inputs. 

The dataset used to train our model is from the Xeno-Canto repository. This website 

is exclusive for birdcall. Each audio files are resampled from 44,100 Hz to 16,000 Hz 

and segmented into 1-second sample data automatically by using Voice Activity 

Detection (VAD) technology [16]-[17]. Then, the spectrograms image of the sample 

data which is obtained using STFT and MFCC conversion, and then all images are 

resized to 224×224×1 to be used as input of the implemented CNN model. To verify 

our model, we compare it with the ResNet-50 model and expected to obtain between 

80% to 85% accuracy. 
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1.1 Problem Background 

           Given the considerable amount of research into automated bird species 

recognition, there is still no adequate field recording tool and most studies have limited 

their reach to study less noisy and carefully chosen recordings due to birdcall 

recognition challenges[13]. One of the most critical challenges when using CNN 

architectures is the complicated and expensive algorithm, whereas many devices 

intended for these models have limited computation resources and strict power 

consumption constraints. 

 

1.2 Research Questions 

There are three research questions have been identified for this study. 

 

Q1.  What is the most cost-effective CNN model to classify birds? 

 

Q2.  What is the best method to implement the low-complexity CNN model? 

 

Q3. What is the performance of low-complexity bird classifier compared to state-

of-the-art approaches? 

 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

The objectives of the research are: 

 

1. To investigate the best architecture for the birdcall classifier model targeting 

embedded platforms. 

 

2. To explore the low-complexity CNN model and implement the birdcall 

identification system. 

 

3. To analyse the performance of bird classifier. 
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1.4 Project Scope  

       The project focuses on building a bird identification system of ten bird species 

using spectrograms and lightweight CNN architecture method and implementing this 

system on MATLAB 2019b. 

 

       The system can detect the sound of birds and identify to which class it belongs. 

The ten classes are;  

1. Mareca Penelope, 6. Lanius Collurio, 

2. American Robin, 7. Vanellus Senegallus, 

3. Calaudalla Cheleensis, 8. Phaethornis-longirostris, 

4. Cinnyris Asiaticus, 9. Columba Oenas, 

5. Zenaida Asiatica, 10. Terpsiphone Viridis.  

 

            The dataset used to train our model is from the Xeno-canto repository 

(http://www.xeno-canto.org). This website is exclusive for birdcall. Each audio files 

are resampled from 44,100 Hz to 16,000 Hz and segmented into 1-second sample data 

automatically by using Voice Activity Detection (VAD) technology. Then, the 

spectrograms image of the sample data which is obtained using STFT and MFCC 

conversion, and then all images are resized to 224×224×1 to be used as input of the 

implemented CNN model. 

 

       We will use a MobileNetv2 CNN architecture that is sufficient for a small-scale 

classification such as to identify ten bird species as inputs. To verify our model, we 

compare it with the ResNet-50 model and expected to obtain between 80% to 85% 

accuracy. 

 

      Work on an embedded system is not in the scope even though the objective is to 

find a low-complexity solution. Therefore, all the work will be done as PC software. 

 

 

http://www.xeno-canto.org/
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1.5 Project Outline 

              We have clarified the context, problem statement, objectives and project 

scope in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, we analyse the results provided during some of the 

most recent bird species identification challenges and present the theory of a state-of-

the-art classifier of bird species, which will be used as the basis for this thesis. Chapter 

3 consists of the entire process of the project and the methods for how the project is 

being carried out. We will present the theory for the processing of our data 

methodology, the deep neural network and the methods of assessment used in the 

thesis to generate the results. In Chapter 4, we will show the results of this project from 

an analysis of a new data set with ResNet-50 and MobileNet-v2. In Chapter 5, we 

summarized and discussed what we set out to do, what has been achieved, what 

problems arose, and propose possible routes for future work.  
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